
Designs, plans and follows the testing activities within Eni projects in collaboration with the internal 
and external multidisciplinary work team. Also develops technical documentation and project 
specifications in collaboration with national and international laboratories and research bodies: 
contexts where multiculturalism has always been recognized as a valuable attribute.

Carries out technical audits, including verification of compliance with the 231 control standards 
on HSE and Health, and checks on regulatory compliance. Also carries out reporting activities, 
with reference to the acquisition of the results of technical audits and related action plans. 
Interacts with their work team, thus increasing skills and professional experience.  

Assists in conducting studies related to the biofixing process, identifying areas requiring 
improvement and offering viable solutions. Also collaborates with the plant manager to manage, 
monitor and optimize production operations. The professional environment to which they relate 
is challenging and constantly evolving. 

Biofixation analyst

Junior HSEQ engineer

Junior R&D engineer

Actively participates in the definition of procedures for the allocation of transportation capacity and 
in their management.  Provides support in the operational management of contracts and monitors 
daily, monthly and annual transportation of international pipelines and shutdown plans. Defines KPIs 
for the monitoring of infrastructure availability, carrying out their activity in synergy with team 
colleagues.

Supervises the design of the best technical solutions for machines and mechanical equipment, 
ensuring their overall technical integrity and verifying projects entrusted to contractors. 
Also contributes to the definition of the technical conditions contained in contracts for the purchase 
of mechanical equipment. Works in a professional context that focuses on human capital as a key 
element for business development. 

Defines and technically validates possible development and acquisition opportunities of wind 
and photovoltaic parks for Eni. Collaborates in the drafting of projects for the realization of 
photovoltaic and wind power plants, contributing to Eni's energy transition.

Wind & photovoltaic systems analyst

Actively participates in research teams for the development of innovative renewable energy 
projects, interfacing with the laboratory team. Is involved in the processes of power generation, 
efficient management of fossil fuels, energy saving and use of renewable energy. 
Their professional reference context is challenging and constantly evolving.

Junior renewable energy analyst

Mechanical technologies 
& machines engineer

Junior sales engineer
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